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GOTONIGHT BERLIN

Dear GOTO Community in Berlin,
this small brochure includes the slides from our session on user 
requirements with LEGO® as well as some additional hints for further 
exploration.

It shall help you to remember the ideas and findings from the session. It is 
meant to be your personal booklet. If others are interested in it, use it as an 
opportunity to explain the ideas 

Thank you for the inspiring session - we really enjoyed your playfulness!

Learn On ;)

Julia, Jan & Cordula
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stick your own photo in:requirements analysis from hell
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Most of the information in our brain is 
and remains unconscious. It is not easy 
to access - neither for us nor for others.

When reflecting about a topic, only 
single aspects get our attention. 
Especially when it comes to complex 
challenges, it is often difficult to grasp 
the challenge as a whole.

The physical model is a mirror of the 
model in our mind. It contains our 
ideas as metaphors and helps us to 
express abstract thoughts and complex 
interdependencies. The bricks are the 
anchors that help us to see the whole. 

While creating a real model with our 
hands, our mind starts to create a 
model as well. Links between different 
elements get clearer and clearer. At the 
end, the model enables us to tell a 
coherent story about the topic.

THE IDEA BEHIND THE LEGO® SERIOUS PLAY® METHODS

Hand-Mind-Connection
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Lebendig Lernen. Innovativ sein.

Learnical GbR
in der CoFab

Pohlandstraße 19
01309 Dresden

www.learnical.com

learn_on@learnical.com
Tel. +49 351 87 93 97 16

Folge uns auf twitter @learnical

Learn On ;)
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